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The practicality of any nonparametric statistical procedure
should be confirmed thoroughly with regard
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Abstract. The present study was motivated by pilot research aimed to examine the aptness of the anti-fungal everyday activity in the hospital settings.
The number of uncovered fungi colonies per cubic meter of air was chosen here
as the crucial indicator of the quality. The empirical probability distribution
functions of this indicator at various hospital’s wards showed great variety of
their shapes. Nevertheless, from the practical point of view, preferably the comparisons between these functions should be expressed in terms of the mean
values. Therefore, here the practical problem arose: how to avoid inappropriate
choice of a nonparametric statistical test for equivalence of the mean values
given random data sets. In the present study, the review of the nonparametric
methods was limited to the most popular ones only: the Box-Cox transformation, the Mann-Whitney rank sum test, and the log-rank approach. The more
advanced formal considerations were omitted. The limitations of the Box-Cox
transformation and the Mann-Whitney rank sum test were explained with clear
examples based on the artificial samples. Practical criterions, helpful to avoid
common pitfalls and misunderstandings were recommended. The advantages
and the weaknesses of the log-rank approach were demonstrated basing on the
real-life data sets.

Introduction
Any statistical procedure was founded on a number of assumptions regarding not only formal features of the data under investigation, but also the
attributes of the anticipated area of application of the results of the statistical analysis. In the real world, the departures from these ideal assumptions
are unavoidable [1–3]. Thus, in applied research the practicality of the results has two faces. First, the all way of analyses should be correct from
a pure mathematical point of view, and then, from the practical perspective, the real meaning of the results should correspond with the anticipated
area of their use.
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The parametric procedures were constructed under common assumption that the data samples were drawn from a normal distribution. For that
reason, if the empirical distribution of the data distinctly diﬀers from ideal
normal distribution, then some nonparametric procedure is usually applied.
Unfortunately, many non-statisticians are wrongly convinced, that in such
a situation, the use of the most suitable nonparametric “ersatz” doesn’t
change the essence of the conclusions from the calculations [4–5]. For instance, numerous non-statisticians wrongly believe that parametric Student
t-test, applied to the data after Box-Cox transformation, gives conclusion
regarding data before transformation. Many other non-statisticians accept
as true the imprecise supposition that the Mann-Whitney rank sum test
examines the relation between medians. On the other side, it is known that
the parametric procedures are fairly robust to the moderate departures from
normality [6], at least the obtained results need some moderate corrections
with regard to estimated skew and kurtosis coeﬃcients [7]. In consequence,
other numerous non-statisticians, dealing with the reasonable number of
random data, do not take into account the use of any nonparametric procedure. They wrongly believe that for any kind of distributions, the parametric
procedures at any circumstances generate reliable conclusions, at least with
regard to the relation between the mean values.
All above mistaken beliefs can lead to misinterpretation of the data under examination, subsequently to wrong practical decisions, and as a ﬁnal
result, to depreciation of the statistical methodology in the public opinion.
In the literature, the discussed potential causes of this undesirable phenomenon include:
(i) pressure ‘publish or perish’ on candidate researchers [8];
(ii) wishful thinking instead the critical one [9–10];
(iii) not-user-friendly style and confusing terminology applied in the statistical textbooks, like the misleading idiom ‘distribution free’ frequently
used with regard to some nonparametric procedure [11–12];
(iv) numerous silent assumptions in the statistical instructions, that are
obvious for the statisticians, but rather hard to reveal for the others
[13–14].
Several fundamental changes in statistical training and practice are recommended in literature, with a general purpose of changing for the better
of this situation. It was suggested to make a greater emphasis on the philosophy underlying the statistical methodology [15], with special focus on
a common-sense approach and on the possible pitfalls and misinterpretations [16–18]. The wide-ranging use of the exploratory data analysis is postulated, ﬁrst before starting the usual conﬁrmatory data analysis, with the
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aim to reveal unexpected or misleading patterns in the data and to foster
hypothesis development and reﬁnement, and then after this, with the aim
to help one interpret the obtained results [19]. Modern tools for the visual
exploration of large databases create an opportunity to discover the outliers
and clusters within the data [20] and to conﬁrm the ﬁt to supposed distribution [21], avoiding the false impressions caused by inspection limited to
the traditional histograms only [22].
The present study corresponds in general with all the above cited ideas
concerning the desirable improvements in the current research practice, but
the sphere of interest was strictly limited here to a practical problem: how
to assess the aptness of anti-fungal everyday prevention. Consequently, the
rest of this paper was organized as follows. First, the problem how to assess
the quality of the everyday anti-fungal clinical practice is discussed. This
section can be omitted by person non interested in the clinical problems.
The review of the nonparametric methods started with the most popular
transformations aimed to diminish the inﬂuence of non-normality. The limitation of the Box-Cox method was shown on the exemplary data, and some
other methods were brieﬂy characterized on the base of literature. Then,
the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test was examined in aspect to the
question if the results of this test can be interpreted in terms of medians
and usual arithmetic means. In the next section, the descriptive statistics
for the motivating practical question was made in two tables including the
main characteristic of the 2 · (45 + 20) = 130 samples obtained in patients’
rooms at two hospital wards. Finally, the classical log-rank methodology
was applied in the study. More advanced permutation tests and stochastic
modelling procedures were only discussed as the possible subject for further
investigations.

How to assess the aptness of clinical everyday anti-fungal practice?
In clinical settings, the primary mode of acquiring a mould infection is
inhalation of room air polluted with fungal spore-loaded dust [23]. Therefore, the concentration of the fungi in the air, that is the number of uncovered fungi colonies per cubic meter of air, at various hospital wards was
commonly acknowledged as the crucial indicator of the quality of the overall
anti-fungal activity [24]. The appropriate isolation of patients from harmful
aerosols might be achieved only with combined use of several means [25].
Moreover, the ﬁnal eﬀectiveness of usual everyday antifungal activity must
be under permanent inspection with the aim to put into action routines,
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like wearing of ﬁltering masks [26]. This is avery challenging problem, from
practical as well as theoretical point of view, because the anti-fungal activity represents only a component of the whole very complex system named
– good clinical practice. Therefore, there arises a great diﬃculty in deﬁning elements of the intervention. It may be impossible to single out which
particular parts are eﬀective, since one component may not work without
another [27–28].
Therefore, in our best knowledge, the problem, how to utilize the
measurements of the fungi concentration at the given hospital with the
aim to improve the current system of the anti-fungal activity, up to now
haven’t any acknowledged practicable solution. The general idea of the
our solution to this problem is as follows. The anti-fungal practice, carried out at each particular hospital, should be considered primarily at the
whole, as a complex intervention, observing the primum non nocere principle [29–31]. Initially, it can be advantageous to consider the relatively
simple question: are the frequencies of departures of the concentration of
the fungi in the air over appropriate levels in the patients’ rooms at the
hospital under examination are at least as low as the frequencies in the analogous wards at other good hospitals? After that, before starting with any
serious modiﬁcations, one should get the reliable answers to the two main
initial questions:
(i) are the mean values of the concentration of the fungi in the air in
various wards at the hospital under examination are at least as low as
that concentration measured with use of the comparable methodology
in the analogous wards at the other good hospitals?
(ii) are the mean values of the concentration of the fungi in the wards at
the hospital under examination decreased gradually from the maximal
value in the entry room to appropriate values inside, at the patients’
rooms?
In our investigations of the fungi concentration in the air at various
hospitals wards, it was proved that there wasn’t the signiﬁcant correlation
between measurements made in adjacent moments in the sequences of morning-evening measurements. Therefore, the series of the measurements made
at the same place can be considered as random samples of the uncorrelated
data [32]. Nevertheless, there occurred two interacted diﬃculties: the underlying distributions are far from normal, so the use of the nonparametric
methodology should be considered; nonetheless, from the practical point of
view, the conclusions must refer to mean values (that is to the expected
values) directly, without any subsidiary substitution with some other attribute, like median, geometric mean, harmonic mean, trimmed mean and
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so on. In our investigations data sets corresponded to the Weibull distribution. Therefore, the search for the most acceptable method can be limited to
the review of the parametric and nonparametric test for comparing means
of the Weibull populations [33]. Nevertheless it seems to be more appropriate not to ignore the most popular universal procedures, like Box-Cox
transformation and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test.

Transformations aimed to diminish the influence of non-normality
The real-life samples examined in applied research fairly often showed
attributes atypical for a normal distribution, like coeﬃcients of skewness
and kurtosis far from zero, outliers, heavy tails. Since the consequences of
non-normality for test statistics are diﬃcult to investigate, many studies suggested the use of transformation procedures developed for speciﬁc forms of
non-normality. The Box-Cox method was developed for distributions intermediate between the normal and the log-normal distributions, with the aim
to restore normality of the data. The Box-Cox transformation was deﬁned
with formulas (1), (2), (3).
Y = (X C − 1)/C;

for C 6= 0;

(1)

Y = ln(X);

for C = 0;

(2)

either

optimal(C) = C|optimal(J)
were:
X
Y
C
J

–
–
–
–

(3)

transformed variable before Box-Cox transformation;
transformed variable after Box-Cox transformation;
power parameter;
criterion of optimality, assumed correspondingly to anticipated parametric procedure of the further analyses.

[Tab. 1] includes two examples. In the ﬁrst example, the populations
numbered 1, 2, and 3 in [Tab. 1], had the same mean values of variable Y ,
equal to my = 0, but diﬀerent variances Vy . In result, the mean values of
variable X in these populations occurred manifestly diﬀerent, accordingly
to known formula (4). In the second example, the exemplary populations
numbered 4, 5, and 6 in the [Tab. 1], had the same mean values of variable X,
equal to mx = 1.65, but diﬀerent variances Vy . In result, the mean values of
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variable Y in these populations occurred manifestly diﬀerent, accordingly
to known formula (4).
ln(mx ) = my + Vy /2

(4)

where:
mx – mean value of variable X with log-normal distribution;
my , Vy – mean value and variance of variable Y = ln(X) with normal
distribution.
Tab. 1. Relationship between mean values of random variable X with lognormal distribution and variable Y = ln(X) in some exemplary
populations
population

1

2

3

4

5

6

my = ln(M ex )

0

0

0

– 0.5

0

0.25

Vy

0.5

1

2

2

1

0.5

mx

1.28

1.65

2.72

1.65

1.65

1.65

mx , M ex – mean value and median of variable X with log-normal distribution;
my , Vy – mean value and variance of variable Y = ln(X) with normal distribution.

It is easy to notice, directly from deﬁnition of the log-normal distribution [34], that if the variable X in formula (2) has the ideal log-normal
distribution, then the variable Y after Box-Cox transformation obtains the
ideal normal distribution. Therefore, without any doubts any parametric
procedure may be applied to examine mean values of the variable Y among
some populations under examination. Moreover, usually there aren’t any
serious doubts that the ANOVA parametric procedure can be applied with
respect to mean values of the variable Y in random samples drawn from
exemplary populations numbered 1, 2, and 3 in [Tab. 1], because ANOVA is
fairly robust to moderate heteroscedasticity [6], so use of any known counterpart to ANOVA [35–37], will be to no purpose here. The question is, if the
proved relationship between mean values of the variable Y = ln(X) may be
adopted to the actually interested relationship between mean values of the
variable X, X > 0.
The criterions for the appropriate use of the Box-Cox method can be
easily deduced from the examples considered in [Tab. 1]. It was demonstrated that the normality of the variable after Box-Cox transformation
doesn’t give suﬃcient reason to make an inference about mean values of this
variable before Box-Cox transformation, basing on the relationship among
mean values of this variable after Box-Cox transformation, as proved with
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some parametric test. Thus, except for the normality, the homogeneity of
the variances of the variable after Box-Cox transformation must be proved
too. If the request of the homogeneity isn’t fulﬁlled than the conclusions relate to some other averages, e.g. to the geometric mean for transformation
Y = ln(X), but not to usual arithmetic mean values. Guo and Luh [38–39],
discussed several other transformation, more suitable for non-normal distributions that are aﬀected by heavy tails or outliers. There also the results of
a parametric procedure applied correctly to the transformed samples, can
be related to some special averages of the variable before transformation,
but generally not to the usual arithmetic mean values.
The general conclusion from the above review can be summarised as
follows. It can be very advantageous to apply a transformation approach
dealing with unusual distributions at pilot studies and exploratory data
analyses, because it is a quick and easily computable method. However, it
should be implemented with great caution.

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test, or shortly, Mann-Whitney
test, pertains to some statistical comparison of two separate populations
given two independent random samples, but it is usually thought as the
most reliable nonparametric alternative for 2-sample Student t-test in situations where the data appear to arise from non-normal distributions. For
this reason, it is easily available at almost all popular statistical packages.
The concise introduction to this test with very intuitive graphics one can
ﬁnd in [40].
Let X = x denotes a single random number drawn from the ﬁrst population, and Y = y denotes a single random number drawn independently
from the other separate population. The Mann-Whitney test has been performed as the non-parametric alternative to the parametric Student t-test,
but in essence it examines the null hypothesis (5).
H0 :

Pr(x < y) = Pr(x > 0)

(5)

Pr(x = y) = 0

(6)

under restriction:

where random variables X and Y are both measured at least on an ordinal
scale.
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Therefore, many non-statisticians are wrongly convinced that for any
distributions of variables X and Y the null hypothesis (5) is perfectly equiponderant with the null hypothesis (7) on equivalence of the medians of
these variables, and consequently, that the null hypothesis (5) is perfectly
equiponderant with the null hypothesis (8) on equivalence of the mean values
of these variables, at least for the symmetrical (non-skewed) distributions.
H0′ :

M ex = M ey

(7)

H0′′ :

mx = my

(8)

with silent (wrong) justiﬁcation: because hypothesis (5) holds Pr(x < y) =
Pr(x > 0);
where mx , M ex , my , M ey – mean values and medians of variables X, Y
respectively.
Both of the above convictions are generally wrong, and in practice often
lead either to disadvantageous decisions or at best to absurd conclusions in
a particular matter under study. The last statement can be easily supported
by a simple example shown in [Tab. 2]. In this table the three exemplary
cases were constructed in such a way that the restriction (6) was satisﬁed
in each case. Then, the symmetrical distribution of the variable X, and the
shape of the symmetrical distribution of the variable Y , both remain the
same at all three exemplary cases, but the distribution of Y is shifted to
right in case 2, and is shifted to left in case 3. Therefore, the medians of
these distributions, initially the same in case 1, are manifestly diﬀerent from
the others, as well in case 2 as in case 3. In other words, the hypotheses (7)
and (8) are fulﬁlled in case 1 only, but they are manifestly violated in the
both two remaining cases. Nevertheless, it is easy to notice that in all three
cases the hypothesis (5) is evidently satisﬁed, because probabilities Pr(x <
y) = Pr(x > 0) = 12 didn’t change from case to case.
Tab. 2. Mann-Whitney test for some exemplary pair of the symmetrical
distributions
case shift
1
2
3

0

f (X) > 0
−1 < X < +1

6

+10

6

−10

−1 < X < +1
−1 < X < +1

m x = M ex
0
0
0

f (Y ) > 0

my = M ey pMW

6

6

6

6

6

6

Y < −2 · 10 or Y > +2 · 10
Y < −1 · 10 or Y > +3 · 10
Y < −3 · 10 or Y > +1 · 10

0

0.5
6

0.5

6

0.5

+10

−10

f (X), f (Y ) – density of symmetrical distribution of the variable X and Y respectively;
mx , M ex , my , M ey – mean values and medians of variables X, Y respectively;
pMW – ideal (expected) value of the significance of the Mann-Whitney rank-sum test.
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Let us consider a somewhat more down-to-earth situation of drawing
samples from the unknown distributions assumed in the above [Tab. 2].
For instance, let X and Y be an anticipated incomes, expressed in $, from
two kind of businesses. It is easy to notice that in each case in [Tab. 2]
the probability Pr(y < min(x)) = Pr(y > max(x)) = 12 . Therefore, if the N
random values of the variable Y is drawn independently one from other, then
the probability that exactly N/2 values of Y will occur beyond min(x) = −1,
equal to probability that exactly N/2 values of Y will occur over max(x) =
+1, will depend only from N , and for instance, for the moderate dimension
of a sample, N = 64, in average only on one occasion in the 20 experiments
the sample will not divided into two exactly the same parts, ﬁrst one of
N/2 = 32 x’s beyond min(x) = −1, and second one of N/2 = 32 x’s over
max(x) = +1. If the random sample of x’s has there a dimension also equal
to N = 32, then the sums of the ranks of the y’s and x’s occur the same,
equal to 32 · (1 + 128) = 32 · (33 + 96) = 4.128 as well for variable Y
as for variable X. A ‘naı̈ve’ researcher, believing without any doubts that
Mann-Whitney test can be directly related to medians, at almost each time
will ﬁnd a reason for an interpretation that an expected balance equal to
zero dollars doesn’t diﬀer signiﬁcantly from an expected income equal to
million dollars (case 2 in [Tab. 2]), or that it doesn’t diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from an expected loss equal to million dollars (case 3 in [Tab. 2]).
The exemplary distributions of Y , in each case considered in [Tab. 2],
are divided into two parts, with a gap of density f (Y ) = 0 between them. It
should be noted that a quite similar manifestation of the relations between
hypotheses (5), (7), and (8), can be modelled without this gap, also with
distribution with a single mode, under restrictions that ratio f (Y )/f (X)
has a pattern either low-high-low or high-low-high, so it isn’t an example
for the Simpson’s paradox [41].
The general conclusion from the above considerations can be summarised as follows. The Mann-Whitney test can be applied without any
hesitation to practical problems that can be expressed in terms of the hypothesis (5), without any serious focus on the medians or on the usual
arithmetic means. If the problem under study must be related at least to
medians, like hypothesis (7), then the ratio f (Y )/f (X) should be proved
with respect to its monotonicity. If the problem under study must be related to the usual arithmetic means, then additionally both distributions,
the f (Y ) and the f (X) should be sincerely symmetrical. As to the last case,
it is known, that for symmetrical non-normal distributions, the diﬀerences
in the power between Student t test and Mann-Witney rank-sum test are
so small that the choice is immaterial for practical purposes [42–43].
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Motivating example
[Tab. 3] showed the descriptive statistics of the concentration of fungi
in the air in patients’ rooms at two hospital wards under study, as measured
in the morning and in the evening during ﬁve consecutive winter days. It
is easy to notice the evident departure from normality, with a mean values
rather far from the medians, and relative great coeﬃcients as well as for skew
as for kurtosis. Therefore, the parametric tests, like ANOVA and Student
t-test, seem to be inappropriate here. From practical reasons, the results of
comparisons should be related to usual arithmetic means. Thus, the most
popular counterparts, like transformations and Mann-Whitney rank-sum
test, also seems to be quite inappropriate to apply in the matter.
In such a case, the simulation approach seems to be most suitable [44–45], in particular with respect to easy available on-line calculators [46–47]. On the other hand, in this study the log-rank plots supported
supposition that the distribution ofconcentration of the fungi are consistent
with Weibull distribution, see [Tab. 4]. Consequently, with the aim to make
comparisons between average concentrations of fungi at the diﬀerent times
and sites, the log-rank approach was applied.
Tab. 3. Descriptive statistics of the concentration of fungi in air in the patient’s
bedrooms during five consecutive days
ID

ward

time

N

mean

SD

median

min.

max

skew

kurtosis

1
2
3
4

HP
HP
BO
BO

morning
evening
morning
evening

45
45
20
20

35.3
25.0
73.5
17.0

47.9
48.8
320.5
73.7

15
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

195
235
1435
330

1.78
2.79
4.47
4.47

2.72
8.26
20.00
20.00

The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability distribution. The
probability function F (X) of a three parameter Weibull random variable X
is given with the formula (9), where X0 is the shift parameter, A is the scale
parameter, and B is the shape parameter.
F (X) = 1 − exp(−((X − X0 )/A)B ); X ≥ X0 ; A > 0; B > 0.

(9)

It is easy to notice that for the B = 1 the equation (9) represents the
exponential distribution of random variable X with the mean value equal
to the sum of the shift and the scale parameters, equal to X0 + A. Moreover, for the B = 1 the log-rank transformation of the X leads to the linear
regression between the F (X) and the log-rank of X, given random sample
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of Xs. It seems, that on the explanatory analyses stage [19], it can be quite
enough to put all trust on the log-rank probability plots methodology [21],
avoiding the false impressions caused by inspection limited to the traditional
histograms only [2, 22].
Tab. 4. The log-rank plots for concentration of the fungi in the patients
bedrooms
Ward

N

1

HP

90

Log-rank = 16.58NC + 32.824

0.992

2

BO

40

Log-rank = 1.510NC + 34.508

0.838

2

BO

40

Log-rank equation

R2

ID

Log-rank =

2
−0.67NC

+ 4.19NC + 33.16

0.978

Nc – cumulativenumber of cases, related to successive log-rank of concentration
of fungi;
R2 – coefficient of determination of the estimated log-rank equation.

The log-rank test compares area under curve (AUC) under estimates of
the hazard functions for two or more groups along with all diapason from
the ﬁrst to the last observed event [48]. For the Weibull distribution, deﬁned
with formula (9), the hazard function is deﬁned with formula (10).
h(x) = f (X)/(1 − F (X)) = (B/A) · ((X − X0 )/A)B−1

(10)

where: X0 is the shift parameter, A is the scale parameter, and B is the
shape parameter.
For the shape parameter equal to B = 1 the hazard function is stable
and it is equal to reciprocal of a mean value, so the log-rang test can be considered as an exact alternative for other statistical tests applied for testing
equality of the mean values [33].
Results obtained with the log-rank test
The log-rank test for diﬀerences between morning and evening concentration separately at the each wards under study, showed that both diﬀerences were insigniﬁcant here, p = 0.26 for the HP ward, and p = 0.68 for
the BO ward. Therefore, it was decided to join the morning and evening
data.
[Tab. 5] showed the signiﬁcance equal to p(chi2) = 0.05; that is just
on the borderline. This undecided result of the long-rank test corresponded to the result of comparing the frequencies of the departures over norm
50 CFU/m3 for fungi concentration in patients’ rooms, see [Tab. 6].
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Tab. 5. The log-rank test for difference between mean concentration
of the fungi
frequency

HP

BO

p(chi2)

observed
expected

90
99.6

40
30.4

0.05

Tab. 6. Frequency of departures over norm for fungi concentration
ward

time

N

N | < 50

N | > 50

%| > 50

HP
HP
BO
BO

morning
evening
morning
evening

45
45
20
20

34
38
19
19

11
7
1
1

24.4%
15.6%
5.0%
5.0%

95%CI
14.2%
7.5%
0.0%
0.0%

38.9%
29.2%
25.7%
25.7%

N | > 50; %| > 50 – number (percentage) of departures over norm in total number
of N events;
95%CI – confidence interval for %| > 50.

Conclusions and discussion
In this study the highly skewed data from the pilot study on concentration of the fungi in the hospital wards create basis to illustrate the way
for searching after appropriate nonparametric statistical procedure aimed
to make comparisons between mean values. In general, the thesis that the
usefulness of any nonparametric statistical procedures should be conﬁrmed
thoroughly with regard to the data distribution, was conﬁrmed with the
use of the extremely simple, but clear examples of the inappropriate understanding the aftermaths of the Box-Cox transformation to normality, and
then the essence of Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. The log-rank approach
was examined using the real-life data sets, obtained at two chosen hospitals.
It was demonstrated, once again, that the Box-Cox transformation method
can lead to erroneous conclusion even with respect to ideal log-normal populations. Then, it was demonstrated, also once again, that the results of the
Mann-Whitney rank-sum test often doesn’t correspond to relations neither
between medians nor between means. The practical criterions, helpful to
recognize the situations allowing to conclude on relations between mean
values, were recommended. The real-life data sets, obtained at two chosen
hospitals, corresponded to the Weibull distribution. Therefore, the log-rank
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approach was the primary candidate for the most acceptable method in the
matter. For the shape parameter near to B = 1 the conclusions from the
log-rank test are valid directly to relation between the mean values in the
populations under investigation. Moreover, the log-rank plots and log-rank
test applied together may provide a deeper insight into essentials of the
investigated relationship, than the simple comparisons of the mean values
only. For this reasons, the log-rang plots and the log-rank test applied jointly, seem to be quite suﬃcient to provide trustworthy conclusions about the
aptness of the anti-fungal everyday activity in the hospital settings. Thus,
the search for the most acceptable method of statistical analysis was shut
in this pilot study on the log-rank approach. In case of need, other methodology should be applied with the aim to disclose the causes of the detected
insuﬃciency of the anti-fungal practice, but it lies beyond the scope of this
paper.
The present study, as each pilot study, has its typical limitations. Only
two hospital wards, and the moderate number of data, N = 2 · (45 + 20) =
130, were investigated. Nevertheless, with regard to planning further investigations, this pilot study gave rather decisive support to estimate the
suﬃcient number of the data at each ward under study, near to these applied
here, between N = 2 · 20 = 40 and N = 2 · 45 = 90.
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